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Abstract : Nowadays, with the widespread of the Internet of Things (IoT) ap-

plications in every aspect of our lives.  It's urgent to protect the sensitive data 

such as images generated by IoT devices transmitted through the wireless net-

work. Furthermore, IoT devices are considered constraint devices regarding 

limited computation resources such as processing and memory size. Thus,  clas-

sical encryption methods are not appropriate due to their complex computation 

resources. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed a new lightweight encryption 

algorithm based on the DNA sequence to be adequate for IoT device's re-

sources. In the proposed algorithm, we utilized the DNA sequence random na-

ture to generate a strong secret key, which is hard to be broken by attackers. 

The DNA key is used to encrypt images by two simple and robust substitution 

and transposition operations where they meet the requirements of IoT computa-

tion resources and the protection of the transmitted images. Moreover, the ex-

perimental results show outstanding results regarding key size, encryption time, 

and preparation of distortion compared with other encryption algorithms. 

Keywords: Internet of Things, Data Encryption, DNA Sequence, Image En-

cryption, Security, Privacy.  

1 Introduction 

Due to the rapid development of Information, Communication Technologies (ICT), 

and the huge spread of Internet wireless network applications. New Internet of Things 

(IoT) technologies emerged and attracted much attention in academia and industry. 

The IoT devices can be defined as a set of objects or sensors that generate data and 

transfer data through the wireless network[1]. The IoT devices' main purpose is to 

collect, process, and pass data via communication channels and periodically control 

many larger units. The IoT trend is supposed to continue growing, with a rating of 26 

billion network-connected devices through the year 2025[2]. IoT numerous applica-

tions span different aspects of human life, such applications extend from smart build-

ing, healthcare monitoring, smart home, smart city, and more. One of the issues in IoT 

applications is to handle and protect the huge amount of data generated from IoT 

heterogeneous devices. 

The generated data from IoT devices become an attractive objective to those wishing 

to gain access to such data such as hackers.  The solution is through using crypto-
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graphic methods to provide security for valuable data, such as only authorized persons 

could decode the data. The classical cryptographic methods and techniques such as 

the Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Advanced Data Encryption (AES) algo-

rithms cannot be used to encrypt and protect the security of generated data from the 

IoT device.  [2–5]. The IoT devices are considered as constrained devices, where they 

have limited computation resources regarding processing and memory size capabili-

ties. Therefore, classical encryption methods that require more computation resources 

and capabilities are not suitable for IoT devices.  Therefore, the need for a lightweight 

encryption model or system for the IoT constrained devices that taking advantage of 

combining the features given by the latest appealing encryption mechanisms in order 

to provide sufficient and robust data confidentiality, through adapting simply to 

emerging and converging technologies such as DNA computing. 

 

The merits of DNA computing such as huge parallelism, huge storage, and low-level 

power consumption also been exploited for introducing new cryptography methods[6, 

7] . The encryption methods based on DNA computing mostly rely on the use of lo-

gistic maps and simple biological operations on DNA sequence such as logical XOR, 

subtraction, and addition were exploited[8, 9]. Other encryption methods exploited 

DNA sequence operations along with the use the chaos-based to encrypt data such as 

images along with the use of  SHA 256 hash function[10] while another encryption 

approach, relying  on a set of rules for transposition operation based on  DNA se-

quence rules, to encrypt images while the encryption key was generated from images 

[11, 12]. Unfortunately, most of these encryption methods do not fit the resources of 

IoT device computational resources nor the weak nature of how the encryption key 

was generated. 

 

In this paper, we are proposing a new lightweight encryption algorithm based on the 

DNA sequence that fits the computation resources of IoT devices. The key generation 

of the proposed algorithm is completely random based on the DNA sequence, which 

makes it very difficult to break. Moreover, the generated key is used to make simple, 

logical, and strong confusion and diffusion on the plain image based on the random-

ness nature of  the DNA sequence and its which satisfies IoT computation capabili-

ties. 

 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The topic background and related work 

were discussed in section 2. The proposed DNA encryption algorithm was described 

in Section 3. The experimental results and discussions were presented in section 4, 

and finally, the conclusion was drawn in Section 5. 

 

2 Background and Related work 

Cryptography is a specified domain of science which compact with the encoding of 

data for the goal of concealing messages content. It plays a vital function in the infra-
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structure of communication security. The latest advances in cryptography had shown 

the capability of exploiting DNA  computation. This opens the way for DNA Compu-

ting as a new technique to boost producing a new cryptography system that meets the 

computation capabilities of IoT devices. 

 

2.1  IoT and Encryption 

Cryptographic algorithms introduced in the literature for IoT constrained devices 

could be categorized into the symmetric and asymmetric algorithms. Symmetric algo-

rithms utilize the same key for both encryption and decryption. The strength of the 

symmetric algorithms is actually based on how the key was securely exchanged be-

tween the sender and receiver[13–15]. Asymmetric algorithms actually avail two 

various keys involving the public and private keys. The private key is never transmit-

ted via the network and then it is secure. The public key is sent via the network to the 

receiver. Through encryption, the sender encrypts the plaintext utilizing the public 

key of the receiver and sends the resultant ciphertext to the receiver utilizing the net-

work. Even if the public key was known to the hacker, he couldn't read the scrambled 

message because  the secret key was not recognized for him. through decryption, the 

receiver will utilize the private key to decrypt the ciphertext. Asymmetric algorithms 

were more complex to implement and utilize more resources than symmetric algo-

rithms. Therefore, most of the applications of IoT utilize symmetric algorithms in 

order to provide security to the transmitted data. Further, they are simple to execute,  

and utilize fewer resources with low overhead, and are secure as long as the key is 

hard for attackers to break [16].  

 Numerous encryption algorithms have been proposed recently to ensure the security 

of transmitted data through the IoT network, such as Tiny Encryption Algorithm 

(TEA) and Secure IoT (SIT) methods. The TEA methods  are the most attractive  due 

to its lower memory utilization and ease of implementation on both hardware and 

software scales [17]. on the other hand, SIT is a 64-bit block cipher and requires 64-

bit key to encrypt the data. The architecture of the algorithm is a mixture of festal and 

a uniform substitution-permutation network[18], but in this paper, the DNA based 

encryption algorithm specifically designed to provide strong and secure data encryp-

tion that meets limited IoT computing resources. 

 

DNA encryption is preferred instead of digital encryption because most of the crypto-

graphic techniques have been cracked at least partially by the new computer genera-

tion such as the Quantum Computing[19]. Moreover, regarding the key generation 

issue, the randomness and complexity of DNA sequence attached an additional layer 

of security for DNA based encryption methods [20]. The DNA sequence consists of 

four alphabets( A, C, G, and T), where each alphabet is associated with a nucleotide. 

The  DNA sequence is usually quite long and the publicly available DNA sequences 

are to be around 55 million. The DNA sequence is mainly used for a secret key gener-

ation where it must only be known by the sender and the receiver[21]. 
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2.2 Related Work 

 A lightweight cryptographic (LWC) algorithm proposed in [22], which used a digital 

file of any type (text, image, audio, and video) as a seed in order to generate the secret 

key. Their method works on a 32-bit block size and a key of any length and type of 

digital data. It created a 16×16 exchange table of bytes, thus, a key space of 2048 was 

utilized. In addition, part of the key was embedded in the encrypted image. 

Ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) scheme  [23] was introduced 

but it was not appropriate for lightweight IoT devices because they produced more 

computation overhead while implementing encryption and decryption operations. 

Another study in [24]  proposed a   hybrid DNA-encoded ECC (Elliptic curve cryp-

tography) scheme which extends multi-level security. The DNA sequence was cho-

sen, and utilizing a sorting algorithm, a unique set of nucleotide sets was assigned. 

These were instantly converted to binary sequence and then encrypted utilizing the 

ECC; so, granting double-fold security. algorithm analysis proved that DNA added 

with Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) can provide better security compared to 

ECC alone. Results showed good performance for  IoT technologies but it needs more 

computation resources more than the resources available in   IoT devices. In another 

approach in [21], they used two levels of encryption  where DNA encoded ECC to 

reduce  processing time and memory size to be more adequate to IoT devices. 

A stream cipher depends on DNA encryption and decryption was introduced in [25], 

where they encrypt text and data produced by image sensors. They integrated the 

compressive sensing algorithm with DNA encoding and decoding based stream cipher 

to perform the secure compressive sensing. but the computation  overhead was   min-

imal but also does not match the real computation of IoT devices.   

 

3 Proposed DNA Encryption Algorithm 

The proposed DNA based encryption algorithm for IoT devices is presented in this  

paper is a new DNA block cipher symmetric algorithm. The DNA sequence is ex-

ploited  to generate an encryption secret key(Skey), where the generated Skey is com-

pletely random and used through encryption two main robust and strong substitution 

and transposition operations that fit the limited computation resources of IoT con-

strained devices.  The proposed DNA based encryption algorithm as illustrated in 

figure 1  includes the next main operations: 

 

• Key generation :The key generation of the proposed algorithms is extracted 

from any DNA sequence that is taken within any size, where DNA sequence   

contains a series of letters, and every four consecutive letters represent a se-

ries of randomly arranged bits. Each letter representing two bits as shown in 

table 1. The DNA sequence is then segmented into segments of 1 byte (K1, 

K2,...Kn) from the four DNA letters (A, C, G, T), where these segments rep-

resent the  Secret Key (SK). 
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Table1. Binary representation of DNA Sequence letters 

DNA letters Binary representation 

A 00 

T 01 

C 10 

G 11 

 

• The encryption process: The proposed DNA based algorithm is a block ci-

pher that involves substitution and transposition operations on the bytes of 

Source Image (SImage) as depicted in Figure 1. The two operations are de-

scribed below: 

 
Fig. 1. The proposed DNA based encryption process 
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1. substitutions phase:  Before applying the substation phase, the SImage must 

be segmented into N segments where each segment size is 1 byte (B1, B2,..., 

Bn). Thereafter, applying XOR operation between  I byte (B1, B2...Bn)  of 

SImage segments and  DNA segments of  Sk (k1,k2,...,kn) . The results of 

the XOR operation will form new bytes (A1, A2,..., An), and this operation 

repeated N times. The output of the whole operation will form new Ai bytes. 

 

2. Transposition phase: The transposition phase involves swapping bits of the 

resulted  Ai bytes. The bits swapping process executed on A (A1, A2,...., An) 

is based on the Sk bytes generated from the DNA sequence and set of rules 

as shown in table 2. For example, if the first two bits in A1 is 00 (DNA   let-

ter A ) and the last two bits is 01 (DNA   letter T) then don't swap them and 

if the third and fourth bits of A1 were 01 and 11 then swap these bits as 

shown in figure 2, where A1 represents one byte of the result substitution 

and AT1 byte represents the result of transposition operation. This process 

continues until the whole SImage is encrypted (EImage). 

Tabl2. Swapping Rules 

 

DNA sequence letter DNA sequence letter Operations 

A T Don’t Swap 

C G Don’t Swap 

T T Swap 

T G Swap 

G G Swap 

A T Don’t Swap 

 

 
Fig. 2. Transportation Example 

 

 

• The decryption process begins in a reverse way, as it begins with transposi-

tion then substitution. The decryption process starts from the last byte of the 

encrypted image (EImage) and gradually to the first byte of the encrypted 

image. The transposition phase returns the swapped bits to its original posi-

tion based on swapping rules in table 2 as these rules must be shared among 

the sender and receiver of the image. At the end of the transposition phase, 

the substitution phase begins with applying XOR operation by taking the last 

byte of EImage and the last byte of the DNA sequence where the sender of 

EImage stopped substitution operation. The substitution continues until the 

First byte of EImage. At the end of the substitution phase, the original image 

SImage will be restored. 
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4 Experimental Result and Discussion 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed lightweight DNA based encryption 

algorithm for IoT constraints devices. We have implemented the proposed algo-

rithm and compared its effectiveness regarding key size, encryption time,  and 

proportion of distortion to well know encryption algorithms such as DES and 

AES as standards encryption algorithms. We have used several images with dif-

ferent size, content as illustrated in figure 3 . 

 

   
a) Balloon (424*283) b) Petra (256* 256) C)Aqsa (381*254) 

 

Fig. 3.  Different types of images used in the experiments 

 

The first evaluation metric is the key size used in the proposed DNA based en-

cryption algorithm, to achieve high protection for the encrypted image the key 

must be large in size and completely random to be unbreakable by attackers. To 

overcome the computation resources of IoT devices, the key size for the proposed 

DNA-based algorithm for the encryption process is  8 bits’  as shown in table 3. 

Due to the fact that during the encryption process, the SImage was divided into 

small segments (just one byte), and for each segment of SImage we applied XoR 

operation with 8 bits of the secret key generated from four-letter of  DNA se-

quence until the last segment of the SImage  . The Skey size is relatively relying 

on the size of SImage and considerably fits the memory size of IoT devices. In 

addition, it's not easy to break by an attacker due to the random nature of the 

DNA sequence. 

Table3. Key size of proposed DNA algorithms, DES, and AES 

 

Encryption System Size of the Key (bit) 

DNA algorithm 8 

AES 256 

DES 56 

 

Regarding the second metric encryption time where it usually plays a significant 

role in different communication applications and its related encryption algorithms 

especially for IoT devices and its application. In the proposed DNA algorithm, 

the use of logical XOR substitution and transposition rules operations reduced the 

time needed to encrypt SImags (time in millisecond ms). This means less pro-
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cessing time and memory that fit IoT computation resources compared to other 

algorithms as shown in table 4, where the encryption time on average for the 

three images for the proposed DNA algorithm was 125 ms, which is less in the 

other algorithms.  

Table 4. Encryption Time  

Image Proposed DNA algorithm DES AES 

POOL 203.125  2625  2609.375  

PETRA 62.5  1421.85  1421.875  

AQSA 109.375  2093.75  2125 

  
 

Regarding,   the proportion of distortion in EImage compared to SImage is based 

on Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) metric. The PSNR value measures the 

impact of confusion and diffusion between the SImage and the EImage, where it 

is calculated in decibels using equation (1 and 2) . The experiments PSNR values 

indicate that the proposed algorithm achieved a comparable proportion of distor-

tion in the EImage compared to other algorithms as shown in Table 5.  . 

 

 

𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸 =  
∑ |𝑆(𝑘)−𝐸(𝑘)|𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒−1

𝑘=0

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
 × 100                      (1) 

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑑𝑏 =  10. log10 (
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐼

2

𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸
)                               (2) 

Where: MaxI is the maximum possible byte value of the data S. And db refer to a decibel. 

 

 

Table 5. PSNR value 

Image Proposed DNA algorithm DES AES 

POOL 8.528 8.369 8.355 

PETRA 7.786 7.648 7.667 

AQSA 8.687 8.594 8.587 

 

5 Conclusion  

The proposed lightweight encryption algorithm in this paper is based on the DNA 

sequence for exploiting the random nature of the DNA sequence. The proposed algo-

rithm also uses simple, strong, and robust substitution and transposition as the two 

main operations for the encryption process.  The key generation and encryption pro-

cesses were designed to be more adequate to meet the limited resources in terms of 

processing and memory size for IoT devices. The experimental result shows outstand-

ing results regarding key size and its random nature which will make it hard for the 

attacker to break the key. The proposed algorithm also shows a  comparable PSNR 

value compared to AES and DES. 
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As future work, we will study the effects of segmenting DNA and images into varia-

ble sizes regarding different computation resources of the IoT device's processing and 

memory size. 
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